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NUMBER ONE COACHING TOOL 

OF THE MONTH CLUB 

 

FOR A BREAKTHROUGH IN BEING A RADICALLY 

POWERFUL COMMUNICATOR AND TURNING 

YOUR WORDS INTO POWER, SUCCESS 

  

 

 

Firstly, thank you for creating the opportunity for yourself to 

have a breakthrough in being a radically powerful 

communicator and turning your words into power and success, 

and thank you for the opportunity that you give me to make a 

difference for you, which fulfills my life. 

 

Secondly, here is my number one tool of the month for you to use 

to be a radically powerful communicator and turn your words 

into power and success. HOWEVER, THIS EXERCISE ONLY WORKS 

IF YOU COMPLETE IT RIGOROUSLY and GENUINELY ALL THE WAY 

THROUGH. 

  

To do this exercise, please use a notebook, notepad or a note 

application on your phone.  You will want to have something that 

you can carry with you anywhere you go and that is easy for you 

to use. For you to be able to obtain the results of this exercise, it 

requires you to do it for 21 days. 

 

1) For a week, walk around with a notepad and just take notes 

on communications that are spoken with power versus 

communications that are spoken without power. Observe 

people directly around you, people on TV and everywhere. 

For example, One person might say, “That’s a lot but I can 

try to do my best” while the other may say “There is no way 

this work will not get done.” In the former case, there 

wasn’t a lot of power behind the words, whereas in the 

latter case there was a lot of power. 

 

2) Create a column on the left hand side of the page and in it, 

write down the words/communications that had power 

behind them versus those that didn’t. 

 

3) In a second column, write down how you reacted to that 

communication. For example, the words that your friend 
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used were so genuine and enrolling that you couldn’t say 

no, or when someone told you, “I don’t know but I’ll try”, you 

were left unsure on whether or not they’ll help out. Make 

sure you take lots of notes about the effect the 

communication has on you. 

 

4) Just observe. Don’t make what you see or the people you see 

right/wrong. By the way, it is inevitable that you will notice 

things about yourself. If you choose, you can take notes 

about what you see in a third column. 

 

In the second week, create a new page and a new column. Observe 

your own communication all of the time. Is there power behind 

your words or is there no power? Write this all down. 

 

Create another column. In it, write down what effects you are 

producing with your own words. For example, when I asked my 

friends if they would help me, the hero within some of them came 

out while limiting beliefs and lack of power came out in others. 

 

In the third week, practice swinging out with your words. Have 

the most radical, powerful, positive communications and see 

what happens. If you are intentional about being a radically 

powerful communicator, with total rigor and discipline for the 

21 days, you’ll have RADICAL breakthroughs in turning your 

words into POWER AND SUCCESS for sure. 

 

 

What are all the insights that you got out of this exercise for 

BEING A RADICALLY POWERFUL COMMUNICATOR? Make sure you 

put what you saw for yourself to work RIGHT NOW!!! 

Neuroscientists have proven that if you do not act on an insight 

right away, it is lost to you. 

 

 

Lastly, from me to you; 

 

Next month: we will have an EXCITING tool on HOW TO HAVE A 

RADICAL BREAKTHROUGH IN BEING IRRESISTABLE/DRAWING 

POSITIVE ATTENTION TOWARD YOURSELF! 

 

Thank you so much for taking the time and using my tools to 

create some impressive results in your life. That in itself 

contributes to me and allows me to fulfill on my life’s purpose, 

which is to serve yours! 

 

If you would take the time to email me back and give me your 

feedback, it will make a tremendous difference for me and my 

creating more and more things to serve what I love (outstanding 

people up to big things like you)!! 
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Honored to be your partner in maximizing our potential,  

 

 

Carolina Aramburo 


